
Boiler Operator

Feladatok

Boiler operator with minimum requirement  second class Boiler
attendant certification from reputed govt. certified institute, Will
supervise a team of assistant boiler tenders and mechanics in ensuring
the building’s mechanical systems stay in top working condition.

Profilja

1. ITI/Diploma in Mechanical Engineering

2. First/Second Class Boiler attendent Certificate

 

Ajánlatunk

1. Second class Boiler Attendant Certificate is must

2. 10+ years of experience as boiler operator 

3. Must have worked on boiler of capacity 4TPH and above

4. Ensure optimal and continuous operation of mechanical systems by
performing routine      inspections and maintenance, monitoring
metering equipment and adjusting levels as        necessary

5. Maintain systems by scheduling regular inspections, cleanings, filter
replacement and        all other tasks necessary to keep all components
performing optimally; identify and             repair or replace
malfunctioning components

6.  Ensure safety by monitoring safety equipment, identifying potential
issues and taking         appropriate steps to suspend operations and
repair the problem

7.   Perform necessary repairs and replacements, obtain replacement
parts and upgrade         components as needed while staying within the
budget

8.   Supervise team of assistant operators and mechanics by delegating
repair,                         maintenance and monitoring tasks, scheduling jobs,
providing appropriate instruction         and giving constructive feedback
on performance

9.    Study to keep current on knowledge of all applicable safety laws and
regulations in            order to ensure full compliance at all times

10.  Create and enter properly documented records of inspections,
maintenance routines          and repairs
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11.   Sustain up-to-date knowledge of developments in relevant
technology and make                recommendations for overhauls and
upgrades

Ready to drive with Continental? Take the first step and fill in the online
application.

Rólunk

Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for
sustainable and connected mobility of people and their goods. Founded
in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and
affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. In
2021, Continental generated sales of €33.8 billion and currently
employs more than 190,000 people in 58 countries and markets. On
October 8, 2021, the company celebrated its 150th anniversary. The
ContiTech group sector develops and manufactures, for example, cross-
material, environmentally friendly and intelligent products and systems
for the automotive industry, railway engineering, mining, agriculture
and other key industries. Guided by the vision of “smart and sustainable
solutions beyond rubber,” the group sector draws on its long-standing
knowledge of the industry and materials to open up new business
opportunities by combining various materials with electronic
components and individual services.


